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 Objective:Knowing risk and its interaction with surrounding environment is one of the 

most important indices in designing process safety.Materials and Methods:  After 

knowing risks, suitable process safety design can be achieved and eventually, we can 
plan for system’s reliability. In this paper, Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) 

has been applied. First, discussed system is identified and different potential and de 

factofailure modes are being extracted and then risk index is evaluated. Applying this 
model can help us with proposing recommendations to decrease risk and assess risk 

again performing some of those recommendations. Results:This process is continuing 

until risk is decreasing to the permitted value. Decreasing errors’ risk causes increasing 
system’s reliability.Conclusion:Also, different tools to investigate reliability and 

strategies to detect and manage risk via them have been examined. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

FMEA technique was firstly employed by airspace industry in 60s. Gradually, it was accepted in 70s in 

nuclear intuitions and in 80s in automotive industry. This technique is accounted one of the important tools of 

continuous improvement and helps us with identifying and eliminating failures (de facto and potential) [3]. 

To perform it, at first, systematic diagram block and FBD chart is provided, all of its potential and de facto 

errors in different groups which have been defined based on different product’s tasks, are categorized. Then, 

multidisciplinary team is formed; in addition to concentrate on cause of errors occurrence, they analyze errors’ 

impact on product and control mechanism; risk number is separately calculated for each error. Then, required 

corrective actions for non-permitted risks are recommended and more acceptable cases are performed. This part 

has been allocated to the corrective tips to improve product performance indices in safety and reliability 

viewpoint. These tips are proposed in all of analysis areas like improving the design, manufacturing process 

reform,operators’ trainings and improving maintenance process [2]. 

 

Risk definition: 

Risks can’t be generally eliminated form high-risk environments, but risks can be decreased to the reliable 

step using process security management. Process safety design is efficiently decreasing occurrence probability 

and subsequent negative results. Safety design has been considered as the first priority in each industrial process 

and flow for years. A reliable and documented design with safety management system and also with safety 

training to provide a risk management and reliability planning is so crucial [3]. 

Risk is an undesirable occurrence which will be happened in the future and will be followed by negative 

results. In another viewpoint, risk is defined as a potential problem, occurrences, threat, undesirable condition or 

consequences [7]. Risk is threatened action or event which has negative impact on shareholders’ and 

organization’s abilities [4]. 
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Reliability definition: 

Reliability is an ability of a system or component to function appropriately under stated condition (i.e. 

temperature, pressure, voltage etc.) for a specified period of time (which is called plan’s lifetime). In another 

words, reliability can be defined as a desirable function or rate of system’s success to produce or give suitable 

service [6]In another definition of reliability, it is articulated as the probability to function and not to deteriorate 

throughout its useful life, under the current circumstances [2]. Reliability is a probability that a system can do its 

mission to the certain time and under specific performance condition successfully [7]. 

In process safety design, perceiving and understanding risk and probable items and identifying occurrences 

and risks which can have negative impact on the whether working environment or the outside environment is so 

essential. Risks include unwanted accidents which might happen or not happen. Risk based approaches are so 

sensitive to decision makings in process safety design in industrial and commercial fields. Risk analysis also is 

an important part of theses decision makings in specific times. An approach with risk analysis and a 

comprehensible definition of results obtained from risk occurrence enable organizations to reach high degree of 

reliability in risk management area [8]. 

 

Risk management design: 

1-  A time to think about risk identification management. 

2- Designing risk management plan: which method is being used to discover and extract risk? What kind 

of people will help? Who has to use information and how? 

3- Determining risk: gather teams and articulate data required to detect risk. 

4- Risk estimation. 

5- Scheduling to manage risk 

6- Risk monitoring. 

7- Enhancement of risk management plan (based on needs, we back to steps 2 and 3 periodically and then 

we do actions) (George, Pete Stickles, 2002). 

Risk is measured with an index called Risk Priority Number (RPN). RPN is obtained by multiplying 3 

factors “severity, detection and occurrence” and it is changing from 0 to 1000. The more risk has an event, the 

closer this number is to 1000 (Chrysler, Ford, General Motors, 2003). 

 

RPN= S .O . D                                                     (1) 

 

Severity number (S): severity number is a measurement of severity of failure mode effect on a piece, 

subsystem or the next system or customer, if failure happens (to measure severity, it has to be assumed that 

failure has surely happened). In table 1, recommended criterion to evaluate severity rank is proposed. 

Occurrence number (O): occurrence number is a measurement of a possibility or frequency of occurrence of 

a specific mechanism or cause. The only possible way to decrease occurrence rank in order to eliminate or 

control one or some causes (mechanism) of failure modes is to change plan. 

In table 2, events based on probability or frequency of their occurrence are divided into 10 different levels 

each level is assigned a rank which is number between 1 to 10 and it is called occurrence number. 

Detection number (D) and current design controls: current designs’ control is all or preventive efforts, plan 

acknowledgement or other efforts which guarantee plan to encounter failure mode, cause or mechanism. There 

are 3 kinds of design control which are: 

1- Preventing from mechanism occurrence (cause) or failure mode (effect) or decreasing occurrence rate. 

2- Detecting the mechanism (cause) of failure occurrence and doing corrective activities. 

3- Detecting failure mode. 

Controls of category (1) are preventive controls and controls of category (2) are called detection control. In 

table 3, proposed evaluation criteria of detection rank has been provided. 

 

9 appropriate steps for efficient risk based design: 

Techniques have been articulated in following are techniques have been originated from processes designed 

by engineers along with their solution. These techniques can be employed for different cases from the easiest 

one to the most complicated case. 

1- Detecting and determining failure scenario. 

2- Estimating results and consequences. 

3- Making decision about tolerability of consequences. 

4- Estimating probabilities and risks 

5- Determining rate of risk tolerability (rate of risk acceptance) and making decision about it. 

6- Using  plans or adding other plans 

7- Evaluating and measuring proposals 

8- Determining risk and cost 
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9- Documented results 

 

6- Different tools of reliability and how to use them to detect and manage risk: 

6-1- Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA): 

6-2- Fault Tree Analysis (FTA): 

It focuses on specific and unwanted events and this analysis method is mostly used in safety and reliability 

engineering. Creating a FTA can help us with searching probable events or a set of events which will lead to 

unwanted results. FTA not only helps us with detecting dangers, but also it can decrease risk while operating. 

FTA also can be helpful in fault detection and this is so crucial for system maintenance (Clifton). 

 

6-3- Root Cause Analysis (RCA): 

RCA is a process has been designed to search and categorize events’ cause. To simplify, this tool detects 

how and why events happen. When high-risk failures are happening during test, plan (map) can reduce risk 

based on the need to an acceptable level. This reduction is obtained by eliminating failure mode and includes 4 

steps: 

 

6-3-1- Data collection: 

6-3-2- chart: 

Simply, it is a diagram which its structure is classified based on collected data. 

 

6-3-3- Root Cause Detection: 

6-3-4- Suggestions and implementation [8]: 

6-4- Worst Case Analysis: 

It is an analysis of a system or a mean in order to guarantee its performance. This analysis is usually 

examined for the system’s primary tolerances which includes system’s primary tolerances, temperature changes, 

lifetime changes, effect of environmental factors (such as radiation and etcetera). This analysis is started by the 

primary tolerances and constraints existed in production cycle and it is eventually terminated with destruction 

driven from device’s oldness and temperature effect on system’s elements.  

 

6-5- Sneak Circuit Analysis (SCA): 

SCA is one of vital tests ofelectrical, electronic and electromagnetic systems. This analysis is defined for 

studying software, hardware or both conditions which might cause unwanted performance or a barrier to reach 

system’s respective targets. Difference between this method and other system analysis methods is that this 

method is fundamentally designed to detect unintentionally or unwanted activities and it has been founded based 

on equipment and software errors and faults.  

 

Conclusion: 

Results obtained from FMEA help project management, based on current realities with the minimum time 

and cost, to support and improve his product and prevent from repetition of these non-permitted occurrences in 

the next production. Different tools can be applied for risk management which include: 

1- Risk detection 

2- Risk assessment results 

3- Considering risk management as the first priority 

4- Developing risk management plan 

5- Pursuing and effort in risk management 

 It is an available tool for management and technical risks’ addressing is an appropriate reliable program. 

Activities which are directly implemented in risk management are: 

Analysis 

 
Table 1: Recommended criterion to assess severity ranks 

Rank Effect severity Kind of effect 

10 Events with a very high severity rank which impact on product safety 

performance without warning in advance or violate government regulations. 

Critical without warning 

9 Events with a very high severity rank which impact on product safety 
performance with warning in advance or violate government regulations.. 

Critical with warning 

8 Final product/unit doesn’t operate or it is not able to do its task. Very high  

7 Final product/unit operates, but with the performance indices less than 

expectation. Customer is very dissatisfied. 

High  

6 Final product/unit operates, but some of the items related to comfort don’t 

operate. Customer is dissatisfied. 

Moderate  

5 Final product/unit operates, but some of the items related to 

comfort/convenience operate with less expected performance indices. Customer 
is relatively dissatisfied. 

Low  
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4 Items related to the installation and the smoothness of the surface / volume and 

clearance are nonconforming. Defects have been addressed by more than 75% of 

customers. 

Very low 

3 Items related to the installation and the smoothness of the surface / volume and 

clearance are nonconforming. Defects have been addressed by more than 50% of 

customers. 

Slight  

2 Items related to the installation and the smoothness of the surface / volume and 

clearance are nonconforming. Defects have been addressed by more than 25% of 

customers. 

Very slight 

1 Ineffective  Minor  

Test 

Anticipation and assessment 

A case having reliability 
 

Table 2: Recommended criterion to assess occurrence rank 

 Occurrence  rate (qualitative assessment) Probable failure rate (product/ 

unit) 

Percentage PPM Rank 

(Very High) It absolutely happens More than or equal to 100 out 

of 1000 

10%  100000 10 

(Persistent Failures) It happens a lot 50 out of 1000 5%  50000 9 

(High) 
 

It happens a lot 20 out of 1000 2%  20000 8 

(Frequent Failures) It often happens 10 out of 1000 1%  10000 7 

 It usually happens 5 out of 1000 0.5%  5000 6 

(Moderate) It occasionally happens 2 out of 1000 0.2%  2000 5 

(Occasional 
Failures) 

Low chance of 
occurrence 

1 out of 1000 0.1%  1000 4 

(Low) Minor chance of 

occurrence 

0.5 out of 1000 0.05%  500 3 

(Rarely) It rarely happens 0.1 out of 1000 0.01%  100 2 

( Remote) 

)(Very low 

It very rarely happens  0.01 out of 1000 0.001%  10 1 

 

Table 3: Recommended criterion to assess detection rank 

Detection Criterion: detection opportunity with current controls Rank 

Almost 

impossible 

Current design controls can’t detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent failure mode or there is no 

design control. 

10 

Very remote It is extremely unlikely that current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent failure 
mode. 

9 

Remote It is unlikely impossible that current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent 

failure mode. 

8 

Very low There is a very low chance that current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent 
failure mode. 

7 

Low There is a low chance that current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent failure 

mode. 

6 

Moderate There is a moderate luck that current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent 
failure mode. 

5 

More than 

moderate 

There is a luck more than moderate that current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its 

subsequent failure mode. 

4 

High There is a high luck that current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent failure 
mode. 

3 

Very high There is a very high luck that current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent 

failure mode. 

2 

Almost certain Current design controls can detect cause/mechanism and its subsequent failure mode almost certain. 1 
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